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    I often relate the success of a restaurant to that of a well-executed theater produc-
tion.  The role that each team member plays is so important to the success of the 
overall product to the extent that the dishwasher is just as important as the chef de 
cuisine, the bartender to the beverage manager that places our orders to receive the 
products they mix, the server to the expo who is ultimately responsible to make 
sure your order is received by you correctly, the server to the server’s assistant who 
is expected to deliver that product to the correct guest at your table, and on and on, 
and on.  
    Each day, each shift, each turn of the table is another dance with personali-
ties where challenges present themselves in ways all too familiar and remarkably 
unforeseen.  How do you get all of your employees to strive to dance to the same 
beat?  Playing good music doesn’t hurt but most importantly, you appreciate your 
colleagues and help them understand that our success as a brand is only possible 
through their dedication to the public’s needs. Hospitality is the third word of Dan-
iel Reed Hospitality.  Therefore, hospitality is the cornerstone, the benchmark, the 
barometer by which our success as a brand is measured.  
    Daniel Reed Hospitality exists to offer great food and great service in beauti-
ful locations, packaging together an experience worth remembering.  We are an 
employee-based company, a family company. We continually strive for excellence 
and our focus as a family is on you – the patron.

Jamie Durrence
managing partner
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Daniel Reed Hospitality Executive Chef: Brandy 
Williamson shares some insight 

on keeping three restaurants on top of their game
BY KERRY CRAIN

KEEPING 
THREE RESTAURANTS 
AT THE FOREFRONT

For Executive Chef Brandy Williamson the kitchen is 
more than a place to prepare and cook food. It is the 
setting by which she can unearth culinary treasures 
and offer them the guests of Local11ten, The Public 
Kitchen and Bar, and Soho South Café. Keeping with 
her philosophy that “if the food is beautiful and deli-
cious people will come back,” all three restaurants have 
quickly made their way into the spotlight of the Savan-
nah restaurant scene. 

Pulling inspiration from her classical French train-
ing at Le Cordon Bleu and pairing that with the foun-
dations created in the kitchens of her mother and 
grandmother, Williamson honors the flavors and fresh-
ness of the foods she selects and prepares. She demands 
that they be in season, be fresh, and are healthy. She 
believes, “It just makes sense: it’s so important to get 
back to your roots and going into a garden to choose 
the ingredients of the season is how humans are meant 
to make a meal. It’s what was done in the past and it’s 
the fundamental practice all three restaurants focus on 
replicating.” 
    The culinary philosophies and practices that Wil-
liamson implements able her to guide the restaurants 
she oversees in providing Savannah residents and visi-
tors with fresh local dishes that are not only beautiful 
and delicious but that are also original and 
sustainable. The total experience she manifests, in part-
nership with her chefs de cuisine, allows the restaurants 
she runs to maintain their position at the forefront of 
this area’s restaurant scene.

<<
Bison hanger steak,

root vegetables,
goat cheese mousse

            1 A.M. I catch up on 
             TV shows or watch a movie.  Most pe-
              ople assume that since I get home late, I go to bed 
       right away. But think about a “normal” job... if you leave w-
             ork at five, you don’t go to bed at six, it’s the same with me. I try 
        to be asleep by 3 A.M. By 7 A.M. I start getting calls and texts from The
    Public and Soho. If someone didn’t show up, I figure out how to cover that s-
             hift. Sometimes it means that I have to go in and work. If something was missed 
         on a delivery, then I pick it up and deliver it myself. 8 A.M. I’m making coffee and ch-
       ecking emails before I head out the door. If it’s an office day for me, then I go to the gym 
     for an hour or so. 11 A.M. I check emails then have a meeting with my chef from Public. 
   We discuss the new menu and any other issues there might be with employees, purveyors, or 
 equipment. Afterwards, I go back to Soho and check in on them during the lunch rush. 1 P.M. 
             I’m either making the schedule for the following week for all three restaurants (this can take se-
            veral hours), or I’m updating menus and inventory sheets. 1:30 P.M. I check facebook. 3 P.M. I 
            skim craigslist and look for any taxidermy items that are for sale. Then I usually check the local 
            and national news for anything food and farming related. If there’s a storm off the coast, then I  
             know my seafood prices will be on the rise for the next couple of days and the kitchen needs to 
  plan accordingly. 4 P.M. I talk to the chefs at Soho and get details about the shift and then I ch-
   eck in at Public one more time before I head to Local11ten. 4:30 P.M. I’m going over specials 
                with my chefs at Local, then have a quick meeting with the front of house manager. 5 P.M. 
                  Time to check on my dinner staff at Public and make sure they are prepped for the evening 
                   service. 5:20 P.M. I sit in the dining room of Local and check emails. I go through the res-
           ervation list for any notes such as birthdays, anniversaries, allergies, or any other sp-
  ecial requests. 5:30 P.M. Server line-up with staff at Local11ten. I go over the soup 
     and specials of the day. I explain everything from ingredients to preparation 
         and make sure the servers are prepared and answer questions. 6 P.M. -
   11 P.M. Standing in a 4x4 ft. area in Local11ten’s kitchen I exp-
         edite food. I check for consistency, looking for the correct 
                  preparation and presentation of every item 
              that leaves the kitchen. 

12 A.M. “I’m awake. 
Either I’m still at work or I just got 
home. If I’m home, I’m making 
something to eat for dinner. Although 
I’m surrounded by food all day, 
I rarely get to sit down for a meal.”

GROCERY 
LIST

Executive Chef Brandy Williamson 
shares her daily to do list



TRENDING
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WHAT’S HOT NOW

EDITOR’S PICKS

KITCHEN INNOVATION
Green Kitchen’s healthy-recipe 

app for the Apple Watch

INGREDIENTS
Botanical cocktails. From tulip gar-
nishes, and orange blossom infused 
waters, to sage-honey, and lavender 

syrups. We love Dr. Adam Elmegirab’s 
Dandelion & Burdock Bitters.

FOOD PRESENTATION | STYLE

Show your guests how 
special your wine really is: silver 
bottle coasters like these are available at 
zarahome.com. Zara home has been 
available in the US for a couple of years now 
and has quickly become a go to for affordable 
pieces to step up your hosting game!

COCKTAILS
Barrel-aged cocktails crafted in 

               mini barrels like the ones available from 
                 Bluegrass Barrels. Local 11ten 
      Food | Wine makes 3 week 
                  barrel-aged cocktails with 
                  Angels Envy Daniel Reed
    Blend, Carpano Antica, 
         Campari & orange bitters.

DESTINATION
Just a short trip away, Atlanta’s 
booming culinary scene has more to 
offer than ever before. Umi, located 
in Buckhead, blew us away on a 
recent visit. 

RECIPES

      “Burger,” what does this mean to you? I care, you know. 
Let me tell you what burger means to me, and in the process 
provide you with a helpful tutorial on burgers. Listen up!
      Burgers mean a lot to me. After all, I grew up in the 
United States of America. Burgers mean: meat. The beef 
used in burgers is beautiful, marbled-with-fat meat, and I 
want at least 20% and am not afraid of 25%. This unctuous 
component, this most necessary of all components, delivers 
all of the flavor. It also helps those beautiful, gently hand-
formed (you are not trying to fuse a diamond) patties stay 
together while they cook. The fat is also what brings abso-
lute happiness to your mouth - and sometimes your chin, 
and sometimes your shirt - though it’s possible that the shirt 
and chin part are unique to me.  All you have to add to this 
beef is a small dash of kosher salt and a bit of freshly ground 
pepper. We’re not making meatloaf, here; this is a Burger!
    There is one more important step in the preparation of 
a burger that too many people just get . . . wrong, and that 
step is linked to the aforementioned fat content of the meat. 
Do not cook your burger on the grill, not if you want it to 
retain the succulence that brings happy to your mouth. 
Don’t worry, cowboy. You can still use your grill, just put a 
pan on the grill. An old-fashioned home-on-the-range cast 
iron pan would be an excellent choice. 
    Wait for the pan to get truly HOT, drop that lovingly 
formed disk of beef onto the sizzling metal of the pan, give 
it one mild press ( just one), and leave it alone. Do not move 
it around. Do not touch it. *A quick side note: unlike any 
other meat you will cook, your hamburger must stay in the 
refrigerator ‘til it goes in the pan. This too, is about the fat, 
and how it melts. I could give you a complicated explana-
tion about how and why cold is better for a burger, but I’m 
getting too hungry describing all of this to bother.
    How long to leave a burger to sizzle before it is adroitly 
flipped and once again left alone is up to you. Decide for 
yourself. I shall not judge. For myself, I take my burgers off
the heat with a rosy pink strip still in the middle. I like to

allow the heat to have an extra minute or two to work its 
miraculous metamorphosis all the way to the middle of the 
meat, so there.  
    Are you with me so far? Really, there isn’t much more. 
The bun has to match the quality of the burger, but you 
should always remember who the star of the meal is: the 
burger! Oh, go ahead, put cheese on it, if you insist. I have 
been known to do it myself. I can’t really think of a cheese 
that wouldn’t work, though perhaps there is one. But if 
you’re going to put cheese on your burger, for goodness 
sake, let it melt all the way. Just put it on early enough to 
help this happen. In other words, if you decide to use a 1/4 
inch thick slab of farmhouse cheddar, remember to slap it 
on as soon as you flip.
    I have never been much of a condiment person. However, 
if there happens to be a beautiful, ripe, real-thing (you-can-
tell-by-looking-it), delicious, deep summer tomato around, 
I will happily; hungrily make an exception by sliding a 
fresh slice between the bun and the meat of . . . My. Perfect. 
Burger!

BURGER
TIME
BY NUALA O’KANE

LONG TIME FOOD ADMIRER
NUALA O’KANE SCHOOLS US

ON HER NOT-GRILLING RITUALS

<<
All natural, grass-fed 
Danny Burger from The 
Public Kitchen & Bar. 
Named after the family 
farms’ Danny Durrence.

INGREDIENTS:
freshly ground chuck steak
ground lamb, or fresh chorizo
freshly ground salt and pepper
Kaiser, sesame, potato, or whole wheat bun
fresh condiments of your choice

DIRECTIONS:
Ask your local butcher to weigh out one patty (go for 7 ounces; 
it’s going to shrink a little) this gives you a template for the other 
patties. Blend the ground lamb or chorizo into the ground steak. 
When forming your patties be gentle, but firm. Add a sprinkle of 
salt and a dash of pepper. Next, bring a cast iron pan to a sizzling 
hot temperature. Arrange your patties to fit so they’ll all cook at the 
same time. Watch the clock, as well as the pan, and at about four 
minutes start flipping them over when they have reached the de-
sired temperature. If you’re not sure, use the corner of your spatula 
to pry open a spot for a quick look at the middle of one.



<< photography by: 
Teresa Earnest Photography,
dress: Ivory and Beau Bridal Boutique,
styling and events: Design Studio South

EVENTS
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ART IS ALWAYS PRESENT AT SOHO SOUTH. FOR YEARS AN ECLECTIC ASSORTMENT OF 
ARTISTS, DECOR, AND FOOD HAS CAPTURED THE ATTENTION OF OUR VIBRANT CITY. 
NOW, SOHO SOUTH IS BRINGING THAT CREATIVE ENERGY TO EVENTS.

    Long known for its funky kitschy décor and as a staple 
lunch spot, Soho South is surprising Savannahians and 
tourists alike with a new charm while maintaining its mom 
and pop appeal, as well as its signature lunch staples, such 
as the revered tomato basil bisque. So what’s new beside 
the recently renovated look? Private events. 
    When the curtain closes on lunch the staff goes straight 
to work flipping the lunch scene to set the stage for the eve-
ning’s show. “There is only a short window to set the stage 
for an incredible event, which can include a total overhaul 
(swapping out all of the restaurant’s furniture),” states 
Private Events Coordinator Olive Valentin. Valentin works 
with clients, their hired vendors, as well as any additional 
planners to make this transformation happen - no small 
feat! This magic trick takes place in approximately two 
hours with most events beginning at 5:30pm.

For weddings, corporate hostings, fundraising galas, and 
industry events – this flip time is virtually unheard of. 
    “Executing an event from the imaginings of a client 
requires ingenuity, style, and the right venue,” says Alysse 
Sweeney of Design Studio South, one of the cities premier 
event planners. Located in the heart of the historic district 
with proximity to many of Savannah’s greatest attractions, 
Soho South’s flexible and vast space lends itself to a myriad 
of themes. An added bonus is working with a venue that 
identifies with your vision and is excited to help make it 
happen. With the flexibility of a 50’ x 40’ space and a staff 
who truly believes in following the “we’re here for you” 
precept of Southern hospitality, the newest chapter in Soho 
South’s story offers an event venue with unprecedented 
possibilities. 

SOHO
SOUTH
A NEW 
CHAPTER
BY KERRY CRAIN
Models: Kaitlyn Smith and Hugh Foster
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<<
Where better to 
reserve a chef ’s tasting 
table than Local11ten’s 
Vault? For groups 
up to six contact the 
hostess to make your 
reservation for a truly 
catered experience!

A  D A N I E L  R E E D  R E S T A U R A N T

PURVEYOR
SPOTLIGHT

<<
Clockwise: green bean field, 
the greenhouse, grazing angus cattle

D.C. Durrence Farm is a fourth genera-
tion family owned and operated 

farm. There are four poultry houses, a farm-fresh 
road side market, and J.D. Beef cattle operation. 
Danny Durrence is  the “D” in J.D. All Natural 
Angus Beef and is the backbone of D. C. Dur-
rence Farms. Danny is the head cattleman that 
oversees the entire cattle operation, assembling an 
outstanding herd of Angus cattle and commeri-
cal cattle with Angus genetics. The farm grows 
strawberries, tomatoes, sweet corn, and a variety 
of fresh garden vegetables and fruits which can 
be picked up fresh at the farm or available for 
U-Picking.
      Danny’s wife, Sandra, is active in every aspect 
of the farming operation. She handles the Road 
Side Market and when she’s not there she is in 
and out of the four poultry houses making sure 
everything is running properly. She is known for 
keeping the farm “picture perfect” while spoiling 
her four grandchildren.
      Sandra and Danny are the parents of Jamie 
Daniel Durrence, managing partner of Daniel 
Reed Hospitality. When they’re not busy on the 
farm they can be found making trips to Savan-
nah supplying all the restaurants with seasonal 
produce and beef.

Keeping It In The Family
HEAD WEST FORTY-FIVE MINUTES FROM SAVANNAH AND YOU WILL FIND 
GLENNVILLE, HOME TO D.C. DURRENCE FARM AND TWO PEOPLE WHO 
KNOW A THING OR TWO ABOUT THE PHRASE HOME-GROWN.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JENNIFER DURRENCE

www.jdbeef.com RESTAURANT+CHEF  AUTUMN/WINTER 2015  9
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A Letter from The Georgia Restaurant Association

    Whether it is for a rehearsal dinner, a 90th 
birthday celebration or a college graduation party, 
restaurants know how to set the table for any occa-
sion. Restaurants provide a gathering place and create 
a sense of community, while fostering social relation-
ships, memories and just fulfilling the need for con-
nection. Restaurateurs strive to create memorable 
dining experiences with relentless planning, attention 
to detail and commitment to service. 
    The restaurant industry is a very special and unique 
industry. In this digital world that we are living in 
today, we cannot go out to eat online. We cannot out-
source a dishwasher to India or send our dirty dishes 
to China.  Our dependence on technology does not 
interfere with our industry as much as it does with 
many others. Restaurants still require a need for face-
to-face interaction, both internally as an employer and 
externally as a patron.
    Now more than ever, Americans are dining outside 
of their homes. Restaurants constitute a particularly 
large and growing share of our economy and it is 
important to promote dining out locally so that our 
economy continues to thrive. When supporting local 
businesses, there is an opportunity to preserve local 
character and prosperity. It creates a sense of commu-
nity well-being. Dining locally will keep the dollars at 
home and continue to support the businesses in the 
area. Restaurants tend to combine our neighbors in a 
web of economic and social relationships. 

    The team at Daniel-Reed Hospitality is a great 
example of an organization that shows their commit-
ment to the restaurant industry by getting involved in 
the Georgia Restaurant Association (GRA). The GRA 
strives to make restaurants better for Georgia and 
Georgia a better place for restaurants to do business. 
Jamie Durrence, Managing Partner at Daniel-Reed 
Hospitality, sits on the board of directors for the as-
sociation. He was also nominated for the Restaurateur 
of the Year award for the GRACE Awards in 2013. This 
nomination solidifies Daniel-Reed Hospitality’s contri-
bution to the advancement and prestige of the foodser-
vice industry.
    At the end of the day, we encourage patrons to con-
tinue dining out and dining often.  Let our industry 
share in the momentous occasions in your life, wheth-
er it be catching up with an old friend or gathering the 
family for a night out. Restaurants provide a comfort-
ing place to grow connections and feed the soul.

Rachel Bell
Marketing & Communications Manager
Georgia Restaurant Association
rachel@garestaurants.org

Bringing Guests to the Table

THREE STEPS TO A 
ZERO WASTE KITCHEN

1 Start first thing in the morning: Don’t toss your daily 
grind! There are all kinds of uses for your used cof-

fee grinds: Stimulate plants around your house, get rid of 
unwanted odors, and even keep away ants.

2 Don’t throw away another loaf of bread from dinner the 
night before! Toast day old bread and add seasoning to 

make house made croutons for salads or soup.

3 Prevention, prevention, prevention! Did you know by 
simply dipping a paper towel in vegetable oil and rub-

bing eggs before putting them in the refrigerator helps them 
stay fresh for up to a month longer? Now you know.

THREE BUDGET-FRIENDLY 
PRODUCTS TO KEEP FOOD 

FRESH LONGER

1 FRESHPAPER These recyclable  and biodegradable 
paper sheets keep produce from going bad by extending 

their life two to four times longer. Just line your fruit bowl or 
toss them in your produce drawer. www.fenugreen.com $9

2 BEE’S WRAP An eco friendly alternative to other 
plastic wraps. Bee’s Wrap is made from beeswax, GOTS 

certified cotton, organic jojoba oil and tree resin and is wash-
able and reusable. www.beeswrap.com $6

3 By activating oxygen, BERRYBREEZE neutralizes bac-
teria, mold and other microbes by inhibiting ethylene 

gas that triggers decay that keeps your veggies fresh up to 
three times longer. Just place it in your fridge. www.berry-
breeze.com $50

2 BILLION PEOPLE
COULD BE FED FOR A WHOLE YEAR
WITH THE AMOUNT OF FOOD THE 
U.S. THROWS AWAY EACH YEAR.

AMERICA 
WASTES 
40% OF
ITS FOOD!

40%

1.2 MILLION
TONS OF 
FOOD IS 
THROWN 
AWAY IN ITS 
PACKAGING

America wastes forty percent of its food each year 
making us the leader in global food loss. Agri-

culture Secretary Tom Vilsack and Environmental 
Protection Agency Deputy Administrator Stan Mei-
burg announced the United States’ first-ever national 
food waste reduction goal, calling for a 50-percent 
reduction by 2030. The trick to getting there is know-
ing your own personal impact, and how to make a 
change!

TUNED IN
Focusing on how to 
make a difference, now...



MANAGING ONE OF 
THE CITY’S SMALLEST, 
BUSY KITCHENS
THE PUBLIC’S CHEF DE CUISINE BRIAN GONET
ON KITCHEN CULTURE IN 350 SQUARE FEET
BY ROBBY PERKINS EDITED BY KERRY CRAIN

KITCHEN
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    I remember the first time I set 
eyes on a plan for The Public Kitch-
en & Bar. The first thing I thought 
was how do you possibly put food 
out of that - pointing to a space on 
the plan that resembled more of a 
broom closet than a commercial 
kitchen. Just three years later, in an 
establishment that feels like it could 
have been here for 30 years, nobody 
suspects what lay behind the curtain 
and Chef de Cuisine Brian Gonet 
likes it that way. Secretly, the greatest 
challenge The Public faces is how lit-
tle room there is to pull off what they 
do so well. In fact, almost everything 
starts with the question: will it fit, 
and how? “As you would imagine we 
would like to

“We are always coming up with new, 
creative storage solutions and every-
thing serves several purposes. It’s a super 
efficient machine. We have to make use 
of every inch, seriously!” -Gonet

Chef de Cuisine Brian Gonetaccommodate the guest for any-
thing they might need. However, 
the size of our space simply lim-
its our options,” Gonet says. The 
Public serves up to 600 guests in 
one day in busy season so enough 
product has to be in house to ac-
commodate that many patrons. 
Due to limited storage, often this 
means only receiving enough 
product to get us through the day. 
To put that in perspective, The 
Public serves on average, about 50 
natural, grass fed, premium burg-
ers a day. 
      Last month, that totaled over 
1500 burgers. With a walk-in re-
frigerator the size of a small closet 
we can barely store enough beef

to keep up with demand; especially 
during busy times. Limited space 
and high demand keeps our Manag-
ing Partner’s mother making trips 
twice a week from their family farm 
in Glennville, GA just to keep those 
delicious burgers coming! 
        Storage isn’t the only example of 
the challenging logistics that comes 
with The Public’s limited space. 
You’ve heard the saying, “can’t take 
the heat...get out of the kitchen,” 

and at The Public it’s the truth! With 
temperatures maintaining 110 de-
grees it can be difficult to keep per-
sonalities from boiling over. “The 
hardest aspect of my job is the pres-
sure to keep the consistency our 
guests expect from the brand, as well 
as balancing the morale of the staff.” 
Some may ask: So, just how many 
cooks can you fit in a kitchen? Well, 
according to Chef Gonet, at The Pub-
lic “the most we can fit is five, max...
however, realistically we run with 
four because five becomes cramped.” 
Adding later that one of his favorite 
things about The Public is the small, 
boutique feel while maintaining a 
quality concept that you see from 
larger groups and chains.
           An important aspect that is key 
to the success of The Public is the re-
lationships with vendors. Chef Gon-
et stresses the importance of loyalty 
and honesty when it comes to the 
restaurant’s purveyors, “We are all in 
this to benefit our own causes, with 
that truth we can come to terms and 
realistically help each other. In other 
words: take care of others that take 
care of you.”
      With so many challenges just 
keeping up with the normal day-to-
day keeps everyone on their toes, 
but with an ever-evolving food scene 
and new restaurants popping up all 
the time, how does The Public stay 
at the forefront? An amused grin 
and then confidently Chef replied 
stating, “With high expectations. I 
communicate daily with the rest of 
the staff about where we see our-
selves, and then gradually we work 
towards meeting the expectations of 
the present. Whether it is a compet-
ing restaurant or trend we stay true 
to our identity and give the absolute 
best we can deliver every day.” 
      The Public has a very strong 
sense of identity. For that reason it 
has quickly become a staple to locals

>>
A mid-century mod-
ern environment 
creates a casual 
diner-like vibe that 
transends into a 
slightly elevated, 
urban atmosphere 
by night.

That means we often have to use 
several local sources for the same 
product in order to keep up with 
demand and to maintain quality 
control.
      It is not just what The Public 
does, but how they are able to do 
what they do under such extraor-
dinary circumstances. Neverthe-
less Chef Brian Gonet is up for the 
challenge, “You will see us continue 
to raise the bar for casual dining by 
providing exceptional service, food, 
and cocktails so that every day you 
will try to think of a place to go, 
besides us! Setting the bar is some-
thing I think we do.” When looking 
into the future, Chef Gonet reveals, 
“Some fine dining establishments 
such as our sister restaurant Lo-
cal 11ten Food | Wine has become 
a benchmark for local, fine dining 
and we are doing the same thing for 
casual dining. In the future, I hope 
to see this wonderful concept touch 
more people with more Public 
Kitchen & Bars expanding our rep-
utation and reach to other places.”

and visitors alike, offering quality 
made-to-order food that is locally 
sourced, affordable, and served by 
an attentive staff. I asked Chef what 
part of The Public’s identity do you 
think is most important to our pa-
trons? With conviction he replied, 
“Consistency and knowing what 
to expect. Part of our identity is a 
clear, honest approach. Our guests 
expect a varied menu with dietary 
options that evolves with trends 
and season while creating food that 
is not intimidating, which is ever- 
more challenging.” Patrons take 
notice of the restaurant’s attention 
to detail, and being able to connect 
with The Public’s identity makes 
them feel important and at ease. 
      The servers and staff enjoy pro-
viding patrons with a fresh restau-
rant experience. To do this, educa-
tion is everything. Our staff takes 
extraordinary care to deliver con-
sistent food for our guests. Guests 
might not know that everything we 
serve is made in house, and what 
that means. Everything is made 
fresh to order; it sometimes takes 
longer than someone might expect; 
especially because other fast, casual 
restaurants don’t operate that way. 
That means educating our guests. 
To do this, the servers closely 
monitor guest’s expectations and 
continue to evolve, to keep known 
food exciting. The local farms’ 
availability helps guide us to use 
only the best of the best, while 
staying true to our concept. It is a 
constant challenge to keep the bal-
ance between stocking staples and 
giving customers something new to 
come back for. For The Public, this 
is even more challenging because 
sustainably buying and sourcing lo-
cally doesn’t necessarily align with 
demand. The availability of product 
at the rate of usage is often shorted.



Central Manhattan
2 oz redemption rye whiskey
1 oz carpano antica
2 dashs vieux carre absinthe
2 sprigs of basil
one luxardo cherry

1. Pour the carpano antica in a yarai with 
the sprig of basil and muddle. 
2. Pour rest of ingredients and fill with ice and stir. 
3. Strain in coupe glass and garnish with 
basil and cherry

Where to Sip

Nestled amongst the oak trees over Local 11ten, 
Perch is the quintessential southern meeting place 

to enjoy a specialty cocktail and admire the views just 
south of Forsyth Park. Its design is as much functional 
as it is relevant to the original concept and features seat-
ing groups that persuade guests to 'perch' for a while. 
The use of raw materials such as metal, steel, and natu-
ral bamboo create an environment that is in harmony 
with its natural surroundings and serves as the perfect 
backdrop for any social gathering. Get comfortable 
while enjoying friends or perhaps making new ones. 
Perch is open, weather permitting, seven days a week.
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<<
left: Brad Ciechanowski 
prepares a smoked old 
fashioned for the Angel’s 
Envy cocktail competition
at Soho South. Photograph by: 
Teresa Earnest Photography
this page: The bar at 
Local 11ten Food |Wine
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